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Abstract –Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic, disabling autoimmune disease which affects about
5 in 1000 people in Malaysia. Patients with RA are at increased risk of developing comorbid conditions.
This research aims at determining these relationships between demographic, duration of illness and
comorbidity in RA via a multiple binary logistic (MBL) regression analysis based on the 102 patients’
information (23 males; 79 females) obtained from the rheumatoid clinic of the Queen Elizabeth Hospital
in Kota Kinabalu. The relationship of the RA patients with comorbid conditions was studied with focus
on the demographic and duration of illness. The variables obtained for analysis were the comorbid
conditions namely, hypertension and hyperlipidemia, age, duration of illness, gender, ethnicity,
household income and education level. From six independent variables, two were quantitative would
be analyzed, while four were categorical, and would be transformed into dummy variables. Four phases
in a model-building approach were executed where two models were formed where Model I predicted
the probability of occurrence of hypertension with age of patients and first order interaction between
duration of illness before diagnosis and household income of less than RM1000 had positive effects on
the model, while Model II predicted the occurrence of hyperlipidemia among the RA patients with age
of patients and first order interaction variable between gender(female) and age were the contributing
factors.Copyright © 2016 Penerbit Akademia Baru - All rights reserved.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
As stated in [1], an estimated 1.5 million people in the United States have RA, almost 1 percent
of the nation’s adult population. There are nearly three times women with this disease aged
between 30 and 60 years compared to men. According to Arthritis Foundation Malaysia, this
disease had affect about 5 in 1000 people in Malaysia [2]. Patients with rheumatoid arthritis
(RA) are at increased risk of developing comorbid conditions, therefore many research had
been carried out to gain a deeper understanding by analyzing this issue. [3] had carried their
study in Saudi Arabia stated that most of the RA patients had suffered from comorbid disease.
They found out that the most comorbidity among the rheumatoid arthritis was hypertension
with 122 patients among 340, 105 diabetes (30.9%), 88 osteoporosis (25.8%) and 66
dyslipidemia (19.4%). In a retrospective cross-study carried by [4] had also reported that
diabetes mellitus, hypertension and obesity were the most common comorbidities when the
cause of death and associated comorbidities were registered and compared in relation to the
mortality rate among rheumatoid arthritis patients.
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[5] had carried a study in Finland to study the prevalence and importance of comorbidities in
rheumatoid arthritis patients at the time of the diagnosis and after 15 years of follow up. In their
study, they found that comorbidities had increased during the 15 years of RA, and the most
common comorbidities were hypertension (30%), cardiovascular diseases (14%), and
malignances (11%). [6] had also found that there was a high prevalence of hypertension in RA
where a total of 400 RA patients were studied with 282 (70.5%) of them suffering from
hypertension.
This research was then carried out to determine whether there are relationships between
demographic, duration of illness and comorbidity in RA patients of Kota Kinabalu via a
multiple binary logistic (MBL) regression analysis.
2.0 METHODOLOGY
2.1 3.1 Data Sample and Data Collection
A structured Case Report Form (CRF) from the National Inflammatory Arthritis Registry
(NIAR) was distributed to the medical doctors for data collection from October 2013 to January
2014. 102 patients attending their regular clinic appointments were identified and registered.
Consents were obtained from patients using the Patients Confidentiality Information form. The
Demographic information obtained from the patient would include age, gender, marital status,
social economic status, location of residence, ethic group/race, and highest level of education
completed. On top of that, diagnosis criteria, comorbid conditions, extra-articular features were
also obtained. Joint count assessments were then performed by the assessing doctor while other
information necessary to fill into the CRF obtained from patients’ medical records. The
information was then entered into the online database. The next outcome date was then
determined, and this coordinated with patients’ scheduled clinic visit.
In this research, the data was collected from the rheumatoid clinic of the Queen Elizabeth
Hospital (QEH), Kota Kinabalu, Sabah starting from October 2013, and the data collection
period continued for 3 months. There would be at least 3 months of follow up period after the
first date of notification. Patients were consulted with the doctors once in three months. After
three months, the data collection was repeated again. As suggested by [7], patients needed to
follow up their clinics every 3 to 6 months. Data were then obtained from the registry through
QEH and interpreted according to the data definition provided by the registry.
2.2Multiple Binary Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is used to predict an outcome from a set of predictor variables but the
dependent variable of a logistic regression is usually dichotomous, that is, the dependent
variable takes the value of 1 with a probability of success , or 0 with probability of failure [8].
It is well suited for studying the relationships between categorical or qualitative outcome with
one or more predictor variables [9]. The logistic regression model will be chosen from a set of
data which requires the estimate of the values of the unknown parameters, and . Maximum
likelihood method is used to estimate these values of the unknown parameter . Once the
maximum likelihood estimates of and were found, we substituted these values into the response
function to obtain the fitted logistic response function given as follows: . With multiple logistic
regressions, estimates of vector will be obtained and the fitted multiple logistic regression
shown as follows: . The Logit model is also based on the cumulative logistic distribution
function which gives probability estimated bounded by 1 and 0 [10]. The Multiple Binary Logit
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(MBL) Model can be represented as: ...(1), with …(2), and …(3) for which denotes the i-th
probability for an event to occur where i = 1, 2,..., n and is the complement for the events
above. In the model equation, , where is the binary dependant variable (viz. the occurrence of
hypertension and hyperlipidemia) with ‘1’ denoting the occurrence of hypertension and
hyperlipidemia, and ‘0’ denoting the non-occurrence of hypertension and hyperlipidemia;
denotes the j-th independent variable which may exist as single independent variables,
interaction variables (first order, second order, third order,...), generated variables (polynomial
or dummy variable) and transformed variables (Ladder Transformation, Box-Cox
Transformation); denotes the constant term for the model and denotes j-th coefficient of
independent variable, and u denotes the error term or residuals of the model. The model has k
number of independent variables and (k +1) denotes the number of parameters, which is the
number of independent variables including the constant term.
The four phases in model building in the multiple regression analysis had been introduced by
[11]. The model-building approach for the multiple binary logistic model based on the
Deviance and Pearson Chi-square Tests has been introduced by [12]. However, in this work,
Phase 3 and Phase 4 of the model-building procedures differ and can be briefly explained as
follows:
Phase 1: All Possible Models
All the possible models consisting of the different combinations of variables and their
interactions are listed out for consideration as in [10]. Table 1 summarizes the number of
possible models for 2 single independent quantitative variables. It can be seen that only models
up to first order interactions were formed since higher interaction orders of dummy variables
are not relevant.
Table 1: Summary of all possible models
Number of
Variables
1
2
Total
Models

Individual
1
1
2
M1-M2

Interactions Variables
First Order
Second Order
1
1
2
M3-M4

Total
2
2
4

Phase 2: Selected Models
All the possible models listed out in Phase 1 will go through a variable filtering process so as
to find these selected models[10]. The parameter tests would include the Global test,
Multicollinearity test, Coefficient test and the Wald test. The models in each stage will be
labeled as in Fig.1, where M stands for the multiple binary logit model, a is the model number,
b is the number of multicollinearity source variables removed in the multicollinearity test, and
c is the number of insignificant variables eliminated from the coefficient test. Before carrying
out the logistic regression test, assumption of multicollinearity has to be tested in order to
reduce the error of model. Presence of multicollinearity was detected using Variance Inflation
Factor (VIF). In this test, the variables with VIF more than 10 are deleted as the value of VIF
exceed 10 is frequently taken as indication that multicollinearity may be unduly influencing
the least squares estimates [13].
The coefficient test is performed on the reduced model after the multicollinearity source
variables removals. It is an elimination procedure of insignificant variable by using the
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backward elimination method [14]. After all the selected models are obtained, the Wald test is
carried out to justify the removal of the insignificant variables [10].

M.a.b.c

Figure 1: Model labeling [11]

Phase 3: Regression Model Selection
In this work, the regression model is chosen by testing the significance of the coefficients in
the model. This process is done by testing whether the independent variables are significantly
contributing to the dependent variables. In this case, the observed values of the response
variable are compared to predicted values obtained from models with and without the variable.
If the predicted values with the variable in the model are better than when the variable is not in
the model, then the variable in the model is “significant”. As stated by [15], comparison of
observed to predict value was based on the log likelihood function as:
L( β ) = ln[l (β )] =

∑

n

i =1

{yi ln[π (xi )] + (1 − yi )ln[1 − π (xi )]} …(4)

The comparison of observed to predict values using the likelihood function is based on the

equation of D = −2 ln 

likelihood of the fitted model 
…(5). The quantity inside the bracket in the
likelihood
of the saturated model


expression (5) is called likelihood ratio. According to [15], using minus twice its log was
necessary to obtain a quantity whose distribution was known and can therefore be used for the
purpose of hypothesis testing. The test is known as the likelihood ratio test. Equating equation


 πˆ i
 yi

(4) into (5), giving: D = −2∑i =1  yi ln
n




 1 − πˆ i
 + (1 − yi )ln
 1 − yi






…(6) where πˆ i = πˆ i (xi ) . The statistic

D in equation (6) is called deviance which plays the same role as that of sum-of-squares in
linear regression. The calculation of log likelihood and the likelihood ratio test are the features
in the logistic software and this had made our lives easier. In the simple case of a single
independent variable, the model is fitted first with only constant term, and then fit the model
with the independent along with the constant. This gives rise to the new log likelihood. The
likelihood ratio test is then obtained by multiplying the difference of these two values by -2.
Phase 4: Model Goodness of Fit
Goodness of fit is the most important aspect of logistic regression analysis for testing whether
the model fits well or not. [15] proposed various methods to test the fit of model and adequacy,
which are (1) computation and evaluation of overall measure of fit, (2) examination of
individual components of summary statistic, and (3) examination of other measures of the
difference between observed and fitted values. In this research, the Hosmer-Lemeshow and
classification tables are used to test for the goodness of fit of model.
Hosmer-Lemeshow Test
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This is the one of the most common tool conveniently used in logistic regression analysis. It is
first done by sorting the observations in increasing order of their estimated event probabilities
and then divided into ten groups on the basis of estimated probabilities. According to [15], two
grouping strategies were proposed:
i.
Collapse the table based on percentiles of estimated probabilities.
ii. Collapse the table based on fixed values of the estimated probability.
With the first method as mentioned, used of g=10 groups resulted in the first group containing
n1′ = n / 10 subjects having the smallest estimated probabilities, and the last group containing
′ = n / 10 subjects having the largest probabilities. With second method, use of g =10 groups
n10
results in cutpoints defined at k /10 , k = 1,2,...,9 and the groups contain all subjects with
estimated probabilities between adjacent cutpoints. For both grouping strategies, the HomerLemeshow goodness-of-fit statistic, Ĉ , is obtained by calculating the Pearson chi-square
statistic from (2×g) table of observed and estimated frequencies, where g is the number of
g
groups. The statistic is given by Cˆ = ∑i−1 (Oi − niπ i )2 niπ i (1 − π i ) …(7) where ni is the total

number of subjects in the i th group, Oi is the observed number of events in the i th group, and
π i is the average estimated probability of an event in the i th group.
Classification Table
A classification table shows the actual measurement and the classification for the data. If the
model fits well, most individuals from the sample fall into the correctly predicted categories.
To measure the predictive power of the model finds sensitivity, specificity, and the overall
proportion of correct classifications. In order to obtain derived dichotomous variable, we must
first define a cut point, c and compare each estimated probability to c, value commonly used
)
for c is 0.5 [15]. If the probability for success, π (x ) exceeds c, then we let the derived variable
)
be equal to 1, then it is predicted that a success for the individuals. Likewise, if π (x ) is smaller
than c, then one would predict a failure for this individual. Therefore each individual is
)
)
classified as success if π (x ) ≥ 0.5 and as a failure if π (x ) < 0.5 .
3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Data Preparation, Transformation and Description
Data were obtained from 102 RA patients of the Queen Elizabeth Hospital (QEH) in Kota
Kinabalu in October 2013 to January 2014, with 79 (77.45%) females and 23(22.55%) male
patients. There were 29 Chinese, 44 Kadazan Dusun patients and 29 other ethnic patients
regardless of gender. There were six different types of information contained in the data set
consisting of personal details such as age, race (ethnicity) and gender, and socio-economic
information, such as household income and education level, were encoded into a categorical
form. However, in this study, these information had been selected with a dependent variable
(type of comorbid condition i.e. hypertension or hyperlipidaemia), two quantitative (age in
years and duration of illness) and four qualitative independent variables (viz. gender, ethnicity,
household income and education level). In this research, ethnicity of other ethnic, no income
and no formal education was defined as the reference group. The four qualitative independent
variables were transformed into dummy variables of values ‘0’ and ‘1’. For practicality,
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dummy variables with zero occurrences, and low frequency of cases or of small variances were
removed so as to reduce the chances of multicollinearity. Table 2 showed the data variables
used and their descriptions in this study.
3.2 Demographic Profiles
There were 79 (77.45%) female patients and 23 (22.55%) male patients with RA with comorbid
conditions. 102 patients that were registered. From the total of 102 patients, there were 79
female patients and 23 male patients. It consisted of 29 Chinese patients, 44 Kadazan Dusun
patients, and 29 other ethnic patients regardless of gender. It was more than 3 times compared
to the male patients as similar to the study of [1]. Another study by [16] found that ratio of
women to men of RA population in Spanish was slightly higher with the ratio of 4:1.
Table 2. Data Variables and Their Descriptions
Variables
Age
Duration of illness
Gender
Ethnicity

Household income
Education level

Description
Age in years
Duration of illness before diagnosis in months
1. Male

2. Female

1. Chinese
2. Kadazan Dusun
3. Others
1. No income
2. < RM1000
3. RM1001-RM3000
4. >RM3001
1. No formal education 2. Primary school
3. Secondary school
4. Tertiary
school

Variable Type
Continuous
Continuous
Categorical
Categorical

Categorical
Categorical

Mean age of the patients was 54.2years. The youngest was 20 and the oldest was 85 years old.
This was similar with the study by [3] where the average patient age was 53.5 ± 11.3 years.
The age range with the most patients was in the 51 to 60 years category, which is 37.25%.
Kadazan Dusun was the biggest ethnic group with 43.14% in the registry. Chinese and other
Malaysians were equally distributed with 28.43% respectively. Other Malaysians included
Bajau, Malay, Iban, and India. Although ‘Malay’ and ‘India’ were the biggest ethnicity in
Malaysia, however they were included in the category of ‘Other Malaysian’ because the
population of ‘Malay’ and ‘India’ were very small in Sabah compared to Chinese and Kadazan
Dusun. The finding was slightly different from the previous study carried by [17] who found
Chinese had highest prevalence of rheumatoid arthritis with 33.6% among 128 patients.
Household income of the 102 rheumatoid arthritis patients was categorized into 4 groups,
which were no income, less than RM1000, RM1001 to RM3000, RM3001 and above.
However, there was one unknown income in this sample and was dropped since it did not
contribute to the analysis. In this study, most of the patients had lower social economic group.
Almost 70% of them had an income less than RM3000; patients with less than RM 1000 were
44.55%. This finding was similar with the study of [18] who stated that RA was more
prevalence in the lower social economic group. Among the RA patients, more than half
(53.54%) were having only up to secondary school education and below. However, among
these 102 patients, there were 3 unknown education level and these had been excluded in the
analysis. The results were consistent with the study by [19] who found inverse relationship
between level of education and risk of developing RA.
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3.3 Clinical Profiles
More than half of patients were diagnosed late, which was more than a year after the symptoms
had onset. Among the patients, the maximum duration of patients who visited to the clinic after
symptom onset was 337 months, which was about 28 years after the symptom had onset. This
finding was close to the report by [20] who stated that 40% among 25 patients were diagnosed
more than 6 months after symptom onset.
Most of the patients were also diagnosed late in almost every income groups. 44.12% of the
patients were in category of income less than RM1000, two third of them were diagnosed late,
which was more than a year after the symptom onset. 58.49% of patients who were in category
of secondary had diagnosis of more than 12 months after the symptom onset. The duration of
illness before diagnosis was shorter in patients who had higher education level where 46.67 %
of patients who had tertiary education level were diagnosed less than 6 months after the
symptom onset. They were more alert on the prevalence of the disease. Various education level
categories had shown other duration of illness before diagnosis. However, in previous study by
[21], the mean duration of symptoms was the same in all education levels. But they concluded
that difference in severity of RA between patients with different education levels were present
in the early stage of the RA disease.
3.4 Multiple Binary Logistic (MBL) Regression Models
The model-building procedures of Phase 1 to Phase 4 were carried out on the all possible
models [12]. After the multicollinearity test, the backward elimination procedures of the
coefficient test were then carried out to eliminate any insignificant variables in the models.
Two models were obtained each representing hypertension (Model 1) and hyperlipidemia
(Model 2) respectively. After the multicollinearity test in Model 1 and Model 2, with 17
variables remaining from the original 29 variables, the models were rerun to test the
significance of remaining variables. Any insignificant variable (variable with p> 0.05) was
eliminated from the model [14]. Table 3 indicated the goodness-of-fit tests using the HosmerLemeshow Test and the classification table for Model 1 and Model 2 respectively.
The Hosmer-Lemeshow test of Table 3 showed that the chi-square test yielded a p-value of
0.236 for Model 1, and a p-value of 0.724 for Model 2, thus suggesting that these models are
with good predictive value.The classification table in Table 3 for Model 1 also showed that in
this study, 56.5% were correctly classified for having hypertension as comorbid of RA, and
76.8% for not having hypertension as comorbid of RA. Overall 67.6% were correctly classified.
On the other hand, the classification table in Table 3 for Model 2 showed that 33.3% were
correctly classified for having hyperlipidemia as comorbid of RA, and 93.1% for not having
hyperlipidemia as comorbid of RA. Overall 75.5% were correctly classified as having
hyperlipidemia.

Table 3: Goodness-of-Fit Tests of Multiple Binary Logistic (MBL) Regression Models
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Model 1

Model 2

Hosmer-Lemeshow Test
Step

Chi-square

Hosmer-Lemeshow Test

Df

Step
1
16

P

1

7.265

8

.508

13

10.432

8

.236

Classification Table

Chi-square
5.091
5.313

Df
8
8

P
.748
.724

Classification Table
Predicted

Predicted

Hypertension Percentage
Correct
no
yes

Observed

no

43

13

76.8

yes

16

30

65.2

Hypertension
Step
1
Overall
Percentage

71.6
no

43

13

76.8

yes

20

26

56.5

Hyperlipidaemia
Observed
Step
1
Step
16

Hyperlipidemia

no
yes
Overall Percentage
Hyperlipidemia no
yes
Overall Percentage

no

yes
66
16

6
14

67
20

5
10

Percentage
Correct
91.7
46.7
78.4
93.1
33.3
75.5

Hypertension
Step
13
Overall
Percentage

67.6

a. The cut value is .500

The MBL regression model equations for Model 1 and Model 2 are given as follows:
Model 1 (Hypertension):
ln( pi 1 − pi ) = −2.943 + 0.074x1 − 1.934d 4 − 1.418d 8 − 0.043x1d 9 + 0.016x2 d 4 …(8)

where ln ( pi 1 − pi ) is the estimated probability of getting hypertension, x1 is the age of patients
in years, d4 is the household income less than RM 1000, d8 is the education level of secondary,
x1d9 is the interaction of age of patients and education level of tertiary, x2d4 is the interaction
of duration of illness before diagnosis and household income of less than RM1000. Previous
study [6] revealed age, BMI and prednisolone use to be independently associated with
occurrence of hypertension.
Model 2 (Hyperlipidemia):

ln(hi 1 − hi ) = −6.0103 + 0.071x1 + 0.027 x1d1 …(9)
where, ln (hi 1 − hi ) is the estimated probability of getting hyperlipidemia, x1 is the age of
patients in years, x1d1 is the interaction between age and female gender.
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4.0 CONCLUSION
Using multiple binary logistic regressions, the model on hypertension comprising of one
continuous variable, two categorical variables, and two interactions of variables contributed
significantly contributed to the dependent variable of hypertension. However, when using the
same independent variables to test for the probability of occurrence of hyperlipidemia in
rheumatoid arthritis patients, there were only two variables contributed significantly to the
model, which were age and interaction of female gender with age. Both MBL models were
found to have age of diagnosis was significantly contributing to the predictor of comorbid,
however, the range was found to be between 20 and 85 years of age.
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